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The purpose of this workhop position statement is to present an amhitious component-hased
industrial project in which there are a numher of challenging prohlems requiring practically
applicahle solutions. The focus is not so much on current technical solutions, hut rather to
communicate the motivation for and requirements to the presented component architecture as a
relevant real-world scenariofor exploration of ideas on how to utilize soflware components.
t. Background

-Nauticus

and BRIX

Det Norske Veritas (DNV) is a worldwide enterprise with ship classification as one of its main business
areas. Its headquarter in Oslo offers a number of software services to more than 180 DNV offices all around
the world, e.g. Rotterdam, Singapore, Houston. In 1995 DNV started developing an information system,
Nauticus, to support ship classification services, covering the entire life cycle of ships from design and
construction to scrapping. During a ship's life cycle new information is added about its current status based
on observations during on-board surveys. A typical scenario: the owner of a ship orders a survey from DNV
in Oslo; as the ship sails from harbour to harbour, a surveyor at the nearest DNV office, e.g. Houston, will
start the survey; if he is not able to finish, the survey will continue in the next harbour, e.g. Rotterdam, until
completed. To make these surveys more effective, Nauticus facilitates generation of customised checklists
based on previous information about the ship and generic checklists developed during years of experience
and knowledge transfer. These checklists and related information are stored on the surveyors lap-top, and
thus available when on-board the ship to guide the survey and to record findings. When the surveyor is back
in his office and logs on to Nauticus, the recorded information is automatically transferred to the central
server in Oslo, thus making it available to other users.
As part of the Nauticus project, DNV decided to develop a generic component based architecture, called
BRIX, that can serve as a common foundation for several of DNV's business specific applications. Based on
a domain model described by a UML class diagram, an application developer is presented with uniform
means for accessing and persistently storing objects instantiated from the classes in the model, and for
operating on them according to their structural and behavioural properties. The following are some key
characteristics ofNauticus:
.The users are globally distributed working over a W AN with limited bandwith, typically 64 kbits. They
will temporarily work offline.
.Totally there will be about 650 users on more than 180 sites, with a maximum of about 400 concurrent
users.
.There will be relatively few changes to existing information, thus access to existing information is
predominantly read-access.New information will be added during long transactions.
.Both

the client and server sides run under NT with Intel-based workstations and servers.

Thus the challenge for BRIX is to provide shared persistent objects to globally distributed clients where the
network between the server and the clients can be very slow, and the clients may temporarily work offline
on locally cached object structures.
2. The BRIX

Component

Architecture

Figure 1 outlines the BRIX architecture, which consists of three layers. Thwpp/ication /ayer consists of a
nurnber of domain specific too/s; e.g. "Yiew Yessel Infonnation", "Plan Survey", "Record Survey
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Observations". These tools instantiate and operate on persistent objects whose structural and behavioural
properties are described by a correspondingdomain model. The objects are made available to the tools as
COM objects by the Common Information Services layer (CIS), and the Common Information Repository
layer (CIR) offers services to CIS for transparent access to and operations on their persistent state. The
application layer and the CIS are located on user workstations, e.g. in Singapore or Rotterdam, while the
CIR is located on a central server computer in Oslo.
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DomaiR Modet -UML

architecture

Class Diagram

The domain model of a particular application is described using a subset of the Rational Rose/UML class
diagram [t]; e.g. as illustrated in tigure 2. It contains the description of classeswith attributes and methods
( operations), single inheritance relationships, and binary associations ( ordinary , ordered or qualitied). The
associations have multiplicity constraints, and they can be detined as one-way or two-way. The domain
model ofNauticus, caJledtheCommon Ship Description (CSD), describes information regarding DNV's ship
classitication services. The CSD currentJy contains about 300 classesand about 270 associations.
An important objective ofBRIX is that application developers shaJlonly have to know the domain model
to know how to operate on persistent objects instantiated from classes detined in the mode]. Different
applications can have different domain models, and changes in a domain model like the CSD are not very
rare. With the exception of object behaviour, the implementation of CIS and CIR is such that it is either
generic to the degree of being independent of a particular domain model, or it is generated automaticaJly
based on a particuJar model.
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The Common Information Repository (CIR)
Re/ationa/ Database Schema
The CIR uses a relational database(Microsoft SQL Server 7.0) for storing the persistent state of objects
instantiated from the classes in the domain model, and a database for meta information on the model itself.
The object state databaseis encapsulatedwith an interface of(Transact-SQL) stored procedures.
The stored procedure interface offers the following state changing (write) operations relative to the
domain model:
.Create an object
.Delete

an object

.Update a set of object attributes (i.e., assign object attribute values)
.Create an association between two objects
.Delete an association
and the following

query (read) operations:

.RetTieve

every object of a particular class, and subclasses thereof, that satisties a client detined condition

.RetTieve

the objects that are associated to a particular object via a particular association

.Based on a particular object and a graph of associations rooted in this object, every object involved in
any of these associations are retTieved

The database is responsible for enforcing low-level cardinality and referential integrity constraints. Every
object is uniquely identified by its own GUlD (Globally Unique IDentifier). The size of the CIR databasefor
Nauticus is estirnated to be about 2Gb during the first few years.
IPServer
The interface of CIR available to CIS is implemented by theIPserver. IPserver is a COM component,
running under the control of MTS (Microsoft Transaction Server) [2], that uses ODBC to access the
persistent state of the objects in the database. IPserver has one interface with two functionConnect and
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Execute. The flrst is for CIS connection, while the latter provides two differente kinds of services, a set of
generic services and a set of predetined services.
The followinggeneric services are common to every CIR. The flrst provides a generic update serviceand the latter three are generic services used to retrieve objects from CIR.
.ExecuteCIStransaction takes a list of single operations like create object, delete object, assign object
attribute values, create association or delete association, and then performs them all within a single
databasetransaction.
.LoadObjectsByQuery is used for ad-hoc retrieval of a set of objects that all belong to the same class, or
subclass thereof, and that satisfles a particular condition; e.g. vessels narned 'M/S Rosita', machinery
components located in the engine room.
.LoadObjectStructure is used to retrieve a structure of objects that are associated, directly or indirectly,
via a graph of associations from a particular object. The graph of associations are specifled by
association role names.
.LoadAssociation is used to retrieve the objects that are associatedto a particular object via a particular
association.
The predefined services are custom made application extensions to the generic services common to every
CIR. They can e.g. be used for specific model updates,retrieval of specific object structures, or to implement
transactions that include other external systems.
CIR Generation -GenCIR
The CIR is divided into a generic part that is the same for all domain models, and a model dependent part
that is generated for each version of the domain model. Most of the IPserver code is domain model
independent, but the relational database schema is entirely domain model dependent. A BRIX utiIity
GenCIR automatically generatesthe model dependent part of IPserver and a relational databaseschema for
storing the persistent state of objects instantiated from the domain model classes.
There is currently no support for dynamic schema evolution. If changes are made in the domain model
then a new databaseschemais generated and data must be converted into the new schema.

The Common Information Services (CIS)
The CIS Object Cache
The BRIX specification requires that objects can be kept for a prolonged time on a client before theyare
updated in the central database.Thus the default operational mode for BRIX applications is to load object
state information from CIR over to the CIS client, and then to work on a liveJbject cache in CIS. By default
all object state information belongs to the cm database,but CIS administers a cached object model that is a
partial snapshot of the object model in CIR. The CIS cache is partial by containing a subset of the objects in
CIR, and a snapshotby there being no automatic refresh or cache update if changes are subsequently made
in CIR. For Nauticus the number of objects in a CIS cache is typically between 5-10.000 objects.
The purpose of the CIS object cache is to support offiine work and temporarily disconnected clients. For
example, data is loaded down to a portable PC, brought out on a ship, the information is updated and later on
submitted to the central database. Alternatively, the network may be down, or the c1ient disconnects
temporarily to save telecommunication fees. Using the cache also increases read performance for far-away
clients. The client workspace can be saved to disk, e.g. for working at home or continuing the work the next
day. Thus a cache can span several user sessions,and CIS can contain multiple caches with both read-only
and writable data at the same time. A tool client can choose to save his workspace at any time, and switch
between different tasks by opening another cache.
Domain Model Concepts
CIS contains a concept manager that makes infonnation on the domain model available at ron-time to
facilitate the development of flexible and generic tools. The concept manager is a COM object that
administers a set of domain model concepts, as COM objects, each representing a particular element in the
domain model; i.e., a class, an attribute, an association, etc. A client can use these to inspect the structural
properties of domain model classes.
4

Domain Model Objects
The CIS object cache is adrninistered by an object manager. The object manager has interfaces with
functions for e.g. creating and deleting objects, retrieving objects by query , saving and clearing the object
cache, and so on.
Bach object in the cache is representedby a particulardomain modelobject. Domain model objects are
not shared in any way between cached objects, but theyare all instantiated from the same generic COM
component. Thus theyall offer the same type-independent interface with generic functions for accessing and
updating the structural properties (i.e., attributes and associations,not their methods) of the objects that they
represent regardless of from which domain model class these objects are instantiated.
Domain model objects have no type-specific or behavioural interfaces themselves. Instead a domain
model object can aggregate an additional COM object that implements a type-specific interface for its
structural properties, i.e., with putlget functions for each of its attributes and associations, and an interface
with functions corresponding to its behavioural properties (i.e., class methods in the domain model).
Currently domain model objects aggregate at most one object for implementing its type-specific structural
and behavioural properties (but this object can aggregate further objects).
In the current version of BRIX, CIS is single threaded, i.e., it is not reentrant and it does not handIe
concurrent accessby multiple threads, and all domain model object interactions are synchronous.
IPclient
There is a TCP/IP network from allonline clients to the central server, and thdPclient component in CIS is
responsible for using the IPserver services to retrieve and update the persistent state of the cached objects.
The communication between different layers in the architecture iS'ynchronous. Thus when CIS sends a
request to CIR, CIS will not resume control until the request has been processedand results returned.
The management of updates by corresponding transactions in CIS and CIR are described below, and the
LoadObjectsByQuery, LoadObjectStructure and LoadAssociation services described above are used to
retrieve object state information for building the object cache. The LoadObjectsByQuery and
LoadObjectStructure services are invoked explicitly by an application developer to cache objects, while the
LoadAssociation service is an implicit "just in time" caching mechanism. When a tool navigates from one
object to another in the object cache this will cause an automatic and implicit retrieval by thd-oadAssociation service of associated objects that are not already cached. For performance reasons the
LoadAssociation service does not provide a general solution to caching, however. Instead thltypical pattern
for incremental caching is first to invoke theLoadObjectsByQuery service a few times to cache the key
objects for the work to be carried out. Afterwards theLoadObjectStructure service is invoked to cache most
of the objects needed. TheLoadObjectStructure service is usually invoked a relatively few number of times,
but spanning a relatively large graph of associatedobjects. Finally theLoadAssociation service is used to a
limited extent when needed.
CIS Generation
The IPclient, the concept manager, the domain model concepts, and the generic type-independent interfaces
of domain model objects are independent of the domain model, and thus implemented once and for all. The
implementation of the type-specific interface of domain model objects that concem their structural
properties are generated automatically from a particular domain model, while their interface for behavioural
properties must be implemented manually.
Transaction

Management

The BRIX architecture has two levels of transactions; longCIS transactions on dornain rnodel objects and
short CIR transactions on the cm database.CIS transactions consist of a sequenceof operations on dornain
rnodel objects, e.g. create object, assign attribute values, associate objects, as detined by application tools.
CIS allows tools to work on several CIS transactions at the same tirne, but it does currently not enforce
isolation between these transactions. When a too} cornrnits a CIS transaction the transaction is subrnitted to
the IPserver via its ExecuteCIStransaction service. The IPserver then parses the CIS transaction and starts a
CIR transaction that perforros corresponding operations on the database.
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In general, for an optimistic concurrency control strategy to be acceptable for long transactions the
probability of concurrency conflicts must be sufficiently low. A validation failure is severe and not solved
by a "simple"abort and retry of the transaction by a transaction manager. Instead the user is required to redo
the read phase, and this may have to be done manually (depending on the support for handling conflicts).
Thus techniques for making the concurrency control more flexible and adaptable are importantto BRIX.
There are several issues on assuring consistency that are not sufficiently worked out for BRIX. For
example, the current caching mechanism is such that the same objects may be cached in several cache sets
on the same CIS client, but possibly with a different state.
Enforcing

General Business Rules

The business rules that apply to a domain model are orten equally important to the classes, attributes,
associations, etc, of the model itself. Such rules can be described by e.g. informal text, procedurally by code
fragments, or declaratively by e.g. OCL (Object Constraint Language) [3]. Today there are no means of
enforcing general business rules above low-Ievel cardinality and referential integrity constraints. Thus an
important question is howand where to enforce such rules.
Roles and Role Modeling
The current version of BRIX is such that the domain model describes which classes there are for
instantiating objects, and what are their overall structural and behavioural properties and relationships. The
generic caching services and the transaction and concurrency control mechanisms does not utilize
knowledge on how the objects involved will be used and operated on by the application tools. lnstead of
creating a single overall domain model, such knowledge could perhaps be better utilized by creating several
smaller sub-domain models that each model a more specitic and narrow domain, e.g. a single task or
activity. When creating such sub-domain models the focus should be oD"olesand role models. Manyofthe
objects in the domain model will participate in different tasks or activities. Thus instead of focusing on to
which class an object belongs, by being instantiated from it, the focus is on which roles an object can play in
particular situations. The objects involved in a particular task would together be described byarole model,
as a sub-domain model, containing a set of roles describing the relevant aspects of each of the objects
involved. The same objects can play several roles in the same or different role models, and the general
notion of class could be considered transverse to the roles detined; e.g. a class could be declared as a
particular combination ofroles. Since BRIX objects are orten 'Iong-lived', and the overall domain model will
be extended over time, it may not be known in advance which roles an object may play during its lifetime.
Thus the relationship between an object and its roles should be very dynamic and flexible.
The actual consequencesof introducing roles and role models into BRIX has not been investigated, but it
may provide several advantages with respect to the issues mentioned above. For example, role models as
sub-domain models contains information on which objects to cache together when a tool client starts a
particular task or operation. Thus this may improve caching performance. This may also be advantageousfor
the databaseschema design since it may lead to tables with fewer rows, more shallow inheritance hierarchies
(which are difficult to implement efficiently in an RDBMS), and thus possibly a more efficient database
implementation. Roles may also be useful to support a more tine-grained concurrency control, i.e., the
optimistic timestamp control could be based on roles instead of full-fledged objects to avoid conflict when
different clients work on different and independent aspectsof the same object.
There is much litterature on roles and role modeling for modeling and analysis/design, and also for how
to use roles for implementations. For the latter [7] and [8] is a good starting point.
4. Sommary
We have presented DNV's component architecture for providing persistent objects to globally distributed
sites. BRIX is an ambitious project that involves a number of challenging problems. We believe it to provide
a relevant scenario for exploration of ideas on how to utilize software components; e.g. how to improve the
current architecture relative to the issues described in section 3 above.
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